
The "Becoming A Woman Of Impact" keynote is poised to
profoundly transform women in leadership, and those
aspiring to leadership, by offering empowering insights and
strategies tailored to their unique experiences and
challenges. This impactful session will inspire attendees to
embrace their authentic voices, leverage their strengths, and
navigate barriers with confidence. By highlighting diverse
leadership styles and sharing relatable success stories, the
keynote will empower women to redefine traditional
paradigms, fostering a supportive network of change-makers.
Participants will gain actionable tools to cultivate resilience,
advocate for themselves, and champion inclusivity in their
spheres of influence. Ultimately, this transformative
experience will equip women with the mindset and skills
needed to lead boldly, authentically, and impactfully in their
professional and personal journeys.

Award-Winning Keynote Speaker,Award-Winning Keynote Speaker,
Master Certified Trainer, 3X Best-Master Certified Trainer, 3X Best-
Selling Author, Chief OperatingSelling Author, Chief Operating
Officer, Television & Podcast HostOfficer, Television & Podcast Host

  

TAPTAP  
INTO YOURINTO YOUR  

DEEP BRAVERYDEEP BRAVERY

J E N  B U C KJ E N  B U C K

Becoming A 
Woman of Impact

We make an impact byWe make an impact by
stepping into the unknown,stepping into the unknown,

disregarding fear anddisregarding fear and
focusing on how we canfocusing on how we can
create change that willcreate change that will

benefit others.benefit others.

  

CHOOSECHOOSE  
TO BE GUTSYTO BE GUTSY

EMBRACEEMBRACE  
AGILITYAGILITY

Our ability to adapt toOur ability to adapt to
change and make the mostchange and make the most

of newfound challengesof newfound challenges
and opportunities will beand opportunities will be
the key differentiator inthe key differentiator in

the impact thatthe impact that  
we make.we make.

Bold moves demandBold moves demand
imagination andimagination and

determination, and womendetermination, and women
have that in spades! Dreaminghave that in spades! Dreaming
big, finding the right partners,big, finding the right partners,

and being willing to lean inand being willing to lean in  
are what will help usare what will help us  

leave a mark.leave a mark.    

Keynote

Strategic Positioning for Women in Business


